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Abstract9
Several biomedical applications require accurate image registration that can
cope effectively with complex organ deformations. This paper addresses this
problem by introducing a generic deformable registration algorithm with a new
regularization scheme, which is performed through bilateral filtering of the de-
formation field. The proposed approach is primarily designed to handle smooth
deformations both between and within body structures, and also more challeng-
ing deformation discontinuities exhibited by sliding organs. The conventional
Gaussian smoothing of deformation fields is replaced by a bilateral filtering pro-
cedure, which compromises between the spatial smoothness and local intensity
similarity kernels, and is further supported by a deformation field similarity
kernel. Moreover, the presented framework does not require any explicit prior
knowledge about the organ motion properties (e.g. segmentation) and therefore
forms a fully automated registration technique. Validation was performed using
synthetic phantom data and publicly available clinical 4D CT lung data sets. In
both cases, the quantitative analysis shows improved accuracy when compared
to conventional Gaussian smoothing. In addition, we provide experimental ev-
idence that masking the lungs in order to avoid the problem of sliding motion
during registration performs similarly in terms of the target registration error
when compared to the proposed approach, however it requires accurate lung
segmentation. Finally, quantification of the level and location of detected slid-
ing motion yields visually plausible results by demonstrating noticeable sliding
at the pleural cavity boundaries.
Keywords: nonrigid registration, respiratory motion, sliding motion, bilateral10
filtering, regularisation11
1. Introduction12
Image registration used in a biomedical context aims to establish plausible13
spatial correspondences between anatomical structures in images. This task is14
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very challenging because deformable image registration is an ill-posed problem,15
and requires an additional constraint (regularization). Such regularization, in16
turn, highly influences the estimated deformation fields. Common regularization17
methods such as diffusion, elasticity or fluid methods have been derived from18
physical models of simple objects (Modersitzki, 2004), and thus do not usually19
reflect the complex underlying mechanisms (true tissue properties) of the tissue20
changes between the consecutive volumes. Consequently, when deformable im-21
age registration is used in a specific application, additional constraints have to22
be introduced. Such constraints can describe more generic displacement field23
properties e.g. diffeomorphism (one-to-one mappings which preserve local im-24
age topology) (Beg et al., 2005; Vercauteren et al., 2009), or local preservation25
of structures e.g. bones, ribs and spine stiffness (rigidity) (Staring et al., 2007;26
Haber and Modersitzki, 2007), tissue incompressibility (Mansi et al., 2011),27
volume-mass preservation (Yin et al., 2009; Gorbunova et al., 2012), or dis-28
placement field discontinuities (sliding motion) (Schmidt-Richberg et al., 2012b;29
Risser et al., 2013; Pace et al., 2013).30
In this paper, we focus on lung motion analysis, which has been an increas-31
ingly active field of research in recent years (Murphy et al., 2011). Such methods32
include but are not limited to: (1) diagnosis of primary pulmonary functions33
such as lung ventilation quantification through analysis of local volume changes34
in 4D CT (Castillo et al., 2010); (2) longitudinal assessment to quantify disease35
and/or therapy progression e.g. measurement of tumor volume changes (tu-36
mor regression assessment) (Weiss et al., 2007) or to provide more information37
about changes to lungs due to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD);38
(3) treatment adjustment for image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) e.g. by prop-39
agating pre-radiotherapy plans onto intra-subject radiotherapy scans to reduce40
normal lung irradiation (planning optimization) (Sarrut, 2006), or for accurate41
patient-specific estimation of differences between the prescribed and delivered42
doses and their impact on clinical outcome (Xing et al., 2006); (4) finally, fusion43
of different modality data e.g. CT and MRI for diagnosis, and equally impor-44
tant fusion of structural and functional imaging protocols e.g. diagnostic CT45
and PET/CT analysis (Baluwala et al., 2013), or protocols which are still un-46
der development for clinical usage such as correlations between hyperpolarized47
helium or Xenon MRI and CT for pulmonary ventilation analysis (Ding et al.,48
2012). An accurate lung motion compensation could also be an important tool49
during 4D CT lung reconstruction to improve both temporal resolution and50
overall reconstruction quality while reducing blurs and other motion artefacts51
in the reconstructed volumes. Furthermore, lung registration is an inevitable52
step in many approaches for forming patient-specific or cross-population motion53
models (Ehrhardt et al., 2011).54
In general, the estimation of plausible deformations for respiratory images55
needs to form a compromise between smooth transformations inside organs and56
between groups of organs, and preserving discontinuities when multiple organs57
move independently. Specifically, a typical single respiratory cycle involves the58
action of the diaphragm, the respiratory muscles (mostly external and internal59
intercostal muscles), which can be further supported by the accessory respiration60
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muscles, and the abdominal muscles. Thus, these structures produce several lo-61
cal motion patterns at different locations within the thoracic cage. For example,62
sliding motion occurs between the pleural membranes due to the contraction of63
the diaphragm during normal inhale phase, which smoothly increases the vol-64
ume of the thoracic cage, and hence the abdomen is moved downward. Con-65
sequently, global regularization terms cannot model local properties correctly,66
and more accurate models need to be considered. In order to address both the67
sliding and smooth motion patterns within one registration framework, various68
image registration approaches have been previously proposed as detailed in the69
following.70
Most lung registration methods rely on masking (segmentation) of the lungs71
and adjacent organs, followed by independent registration of the segmented re-72
gions and merging of the obtained deformation fields. The segmentation can73
be performed for different organs: to obtain only a lung mask (Ru¨haak et al.,74
2013), the lungs and abdomen (Vandemeulebroucke et al., 2012; Delmon et al.,75
2013), or the lung, mediastinum and abdomen (Wu et al., 2008). While such76
approaches were found to be robust, they have a number of limitations. Firstly,77
they require an initial segmentation, which can be non-trivial to generate e.g.78
segmentation of the entire thoracic cage and abdomen and not only the lungs.79
Secondly, merging a number of different displacement fields has to be done very80
carefully, if this step is required for further motion analysis (especially close to81
any sliding boundaries). Direction dependent regularization (DDR) was pro-82
posed by (Schmidt-Richberg et al., 2012b), which decouples diffusion regular-83
ization into normal and tangential direction around the lung boundaries, based84
on an automatically detected masks, while the remaining part of the volume85
is registered using a classic diffusion model. Anisotropic diffusion regulariza-86
tion with the lung mask was studied for a lung phantom and CT data study in87
(Pace et al., 2013). Recently, Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping88
(LDDMM) (Beg et al., 2005) was extended towards a piecewise-diffeomorphic89
registration that enables explicit sliding motion modeling (Risser et al., 2013).90
Although a very accurate domain splitting strategy has to be provided to ensure91
a piecewise-diffeomorphism, a composition of local estimates of the deformation92
field is done efficiently through parameterization via the velocity field, making93
this method mathematically sound.94
For approaches where no segmentations are available or possible to obtain,95
sliding motion can be approximated by spatially varying regularization based96
on local properties of the tissue (e.g. derived directly from Hounsfield units if97
CT data are available). However, the estimated deformations can still remain98
smooth at lung boundaries (thus underestimating sliding motion especially near99
to boundaries). Applying discontinuity preserving regularisation across the en-100
tire volume domain, as in (Ruan et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2010), does not101
distinguish between different organs, producing artificial sliding motion. Lo-102
cally adaptive regularization has also been used to enforce the rigidity on some103
volume objects e.g. chest ribs and spine. The most related method to the one104
presented in this paper was proposed by Staring et al. (2007). This method is105
based on an iterative procedure of adaptive filtering (averaging) of the deforma-106
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tion field that is applied over the region of each rigid object. Another example107
is the recent work by (Baluwala et al., 2013), where a fluid registration frame-108
work with preservation of topology, displacement discontinuity, and rigidity is109
proposed. However, that method also relies on the segmentation of the lung110
surface and bony structures.111
In our work we explore the use of the bilateral filter, widely used in com-112
puter vision applications due to its simplicity and effectiveness, for its utility113
in lung registration with sliding motion. The bilateral filtering presented by114
(Tomasi and Manduchi, 1998) forms a non-linear diffusion technique for image115
de-noising, taking into account not only local spatial smoothness (as e.g. when116
using (an)isotropic Gaussian filters), but also local intensity (dis)similarities. By117
reducing the influence of pixels that have different intensity values, edges are118
preserved in the image. In the same spirit, an optical-flow based framework was119
proposed that extends the usability of bilateral filters for motion estimation in120
the presence of occlusions in video sequences (Xiao et al., 2006; Sand and Teller,121
2008). Occlusion detection is different from sliding motion estimation which can122
be observed at the boundaries of the pleural cavity, but its main objective is123
to minimise information exchange between certain objects of interests e.g. by124
handling discontinuity of the estimated displacement field.125
In our previous work (Papiez et al., 2013), we presented initial results ob-126
tained by a novel automated registration framework by integrating adaptive127
bilateral filters to regularise estimated deformation fields. For this purpose, we128
replaced the classic Gaussian kernel used to regularize the estimated deformation129
field in the Demons framework (Thirion, 1998) by a new kernel that is dependent130
on anisotropic diffusion (based on the local structure tensor), as well as on the131
intensity and deformation dissimilarity. As was shown, the proposed regular-132
ization model does not require an explicit segmentation prior incorporated into133
the Demons deformable registration to preserve discontinuous deformation fields134
at the sliding boundaries. Here, we extend this work fourfold: (1) we handle135
the intensity changes caused by air compression in the lungs by using local CT136
volume representations via normalized gradient fields (NGF) (Haber and Mod-137
ersitzki, 2006) and incorporate them into a vector-valued Demons framework;138
(2) we provide a theoretical and experimental analysis of the application to CT139
lung motion estimation; (3) we perform an extensive quantitative and qualita-140
tive validation using two 4D CT data sets consisting of synthetically generated141
examples and clinical cases of 10 patients with esophageal and lung cancer, and142
finally (4) we quantify the level and location of detected sliding motion using143
the maximum shear stretch criterion (Amelon et al., 2013).144
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 first briefly presents Demons,145
a classic non-linear image registration formulation with a common diffusion146
regularization (2.1). Then, a novel normalized gradient field based Demons reg-147
istration is formulated (2.2). Finally, this section finishes with a description of148
an adaptive bilateral filtering based regularization (in Sec. 2.4), which extends149
the classic Gaussian smoothing procedure which is briefly described in Sec. 2.3.150
The new regularization model consists of three basic components: spatial vari-151
ability, local intensity differences, and the local deformation field similarity to152
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deal with complex organ motion estimation. In Sec. 3 an example of the specific153
application of the developed technique to lung motion estimation is presented154
and discussed in detail together with the parameter choices. Sec. 4 presents the155
lung data sets used for testing and evaluating the new lung motion correction156
methods, and summarizes and discusses the results. These results are compared157
to recently published methods from the literature. Based on the presented re-158
sults, we show that our framework is capable of achieving similar results to159
algorithms that require a prior knowledge from segmentation, whilst preserv-160
ing sliding motion. The paper ends with a discussion and conclusions given in161
Sec. 5.162
2. Demons registration163
This section presents the classic diffusive registration model solved using a164
Demons framework (Thirion, 1998; Vercauteren et al., 2009), and then describes165
our new approach based on Demons, which is able to handle complex sliding166
motion problems.167
2.1. Image registration via Demons framework168
In this work, pair-wise image registration of a moving image Im to a fixed169
image If is encoded in a dense deformation field ~u. We denote Im(~u) = Im ◦ ~u170
the deformed (moving) image. A generic non-rigid registration framework can171
be formulated as follows:172
arg min
~u
(E(~u) = Sim(If , Im(~u)) + αReg(~u)) (1)
where E(~u) is a global energy to be optimised, combining a similarity of the173
input images Sim(If , Im(~u)) and a regularisation term Reg(~u). This work uses174
the Demons approach (Vercauteren et al., 2009), which is a widely used non-175
parametric registration framework, where in the original version the similarity176
Sim(If , Im(~u)) is formulated as the sum of squared intensity differences (SSD)177
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2‖If − Im(~u)‖2 and a diffusion based regularisation Reg(~u) = ‖~u‖2 of the de-178
formation field is performed by Gaussian smoothing.179
2.2. Demons registration using Normalized Gradient Fields180
Usage of SSD based image registration implies an assumption that the corre-181
sponding structures in both input images have constant intensity values. How-182
ever, this assumption is violated in the case of CT lung data, which commonly183
change intensity values due to density changes associated with inflation and184
decompression (Yin et al., 2009). Similarity terms measuring a global inten-185
sity relationship such as point-based cross-correlation or mutual information for186
deformable registration (Hermosillo et al., 2002) cannot capture those subtle187
changes because of their local nature across different parts of the lung (see re-188
sults in (Heinrich et al., 2012)). For this purpose, we propose here to evaluate189
the concept of normalized gradient fields (NGF) as a local image descriptor,190
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which can be used to resolve local intensity variations. NGFs were originally191
introduced by Haber and Modersitzki (2006) to handle deformable registration192
of multi-modal images because of being better suited for optimization than mu-193
tual information and its variations. The NGFs of any image Il at any spatial194
position ~x are defined as:195
~F l(~x) = ~F (Il(~x)) =
∇Il(~x)
‖∇Il(~x)‖ , (2)
where ‖∇Il(~x)‖ =
√∇Il(~x)T∇Il(~x) +  homogenizes the NGF in areas with196
different intensity gradients, and does not emphasize the gradients generated197
by intensity differences having an amplitude lower than  intensity units. The198
original Demons is formulated for scalar-valued images, while the NGF is a199
vector-valued representation. Therefore, following (Peyrat et al., 2010), we use200
the linearisation of differences between vector-valued descriptors ~F (If )− ~F (Im)201
that was proposed for the multichannel Demons. The detailed description with202
detailed mathematical derivations of the presented registration framework can203
be found in (Vercauteren et al., 2009) for scalar-valued images, and in (Peyrat204
et al., 2010) for vector-valued functions.205
2.3. Demons registration with anisotropic Gaussian smoothing206
In the Demons algorithm, diffusion regularisation is performed by smoothing207
the deformation field ~u using an isotropic Gaussian kernel Giso at each iteration:208
~unew(~x) = Giso ∗ (~uold(~x) ◦ ~du(~x)) (3)
where ~unew is the new estimate of the deformation field, ~uold is the deformation209
field calculated in the previous iteration, and ◦ is a composition operation.210
One can replace the isotropic Gaussian kernel Giso by an anisotropic diffusion211
kernel Gani which varies at different image positions ~x with respect to an image212
structure tensor ~D (Tschumperle and Deriche, 2005; Xiao et al., 2006). The213
image structure tensor ~D(~x) for n-dimensional volumes is defined as (Hermosillo214
et al., 2002):215
~D(~x) =
(β + ‖∇I(~x)‖2) ~Id−∇I(~x)∇I(~x)T
(n− 1)‖∇I(~x)‖2 + nβ (4)
where β is an anisotropy parameter and ~Id is the n × n identity matrix. As216
can be expected, if the intensity values around point ~x are (close to) constant217
(‖∇I(~x)‖ ≈ 0), all eigenvalues of ~D have the same value and the kernel Gani is218
equivalent to an isotropic kernel Giso. A review of anisotropic diffusion filtering219
techniques can be found in (Weickert et al., 1998).220
2.4. Demons registration with adaptive bilateral smoothing221
In order to prevent the deformation field to be smoothed across object222
boundaries, which would not be physically realistic, we propose to replace the223
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standard Gaussian filtering of the deformation field by a more advanced non-224
linear filtering technique originally proposed for image denoising (Tomasi and225
Manduchi, 1998). The bilateral filter smoothes an input image Iold(~x) using two226
combined Gaussian kernels in the following way:227
Inew(~x) =
1
W (~x)
∑
~y∈N (~x)
exp
(
− (~x− ~y)
T (~x− ~y)
2σ2~x
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
G~x(~x,~y)
exp
(
−‖Iold(~x)− Iold(~y)‖
2
2σ2r
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gr(I(~x),I(~y))
Iold(~y) (5)
where Giso is a Gaussian kernel of variance σ
2
~x defined on the spatial domain,228
and Gr is another Gaussian kernel of variance σ
2
r defined on the intensity domain229
Iold instead of the spatial domain. Locations ~y are also considered in the spatial230
neighbourhood N (~x) of ~x, and W (~x) is a normalisation factor for this image231
neighbourhood.232
By extending this bilateral filtering strategy to deformation fields, and not233
only image intensities, we can rewrite the regularisation scheme (Eq. (3)) as:234
~unew(~x) = GxGr ∗ (~uold(~x) ◦ ~du(~x)) (6)
Finding a balance to quantify to what extent intensity differences are related to235
sliding motion can be particularly difficult in medical images.236
If the size of the kernel σ2r is too small, the deformation field is over-237
segmented, i.e. each intensity change in the image (within a range of σ2r) leads238
to artificial deformation field discontinuities in the whole image domain. In the239
opposite case, if σ2r is too high, the results are similar to those estimated using240
only Giso and do not model any sliding motion pattern. In addition to this,241
some organs have very similar intensity values, although they can slide along242
each other. Therefore, we use a supplementary kernel (Xiao et al., 2006) and243
the original bilateral filtering for deformation fields is extended in the following244
way:245
~unew(~x) =
1
W (~x)
∑
~y∈N (~x)
Giso(~x, ~y)Gr(I(~x), I(~y))
exp
(
− (~uold(~x)− ~uold(~y))
T (~uold(~x)− ~uold(~y))
2σ2~u
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
G~u(~u(~x),~u(~y))
~ucur(~y) (7)
where G~u describes a Gaussian kernel based on the local deformation field dis-246
similarity and ~ucur(~x) = ~uold(~x) ◦ ~du(~x). The new kernel Gu reduces the influ-247
ence of deformation field smoothing based on the local properties of the deforma-248
tion field. Using this new kernel, the proposed filtering procedure can effectively249
exclude information from structures having different intensities and deformation250
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field patterns, hence maintaining both continuous and discontinuous deforma-251
tions in the image domain, and avoid motion over-segmentation which is typical252
for image-driven regularisation (Zimmer et al., 2011). The overall structure of253
the presented registration framework is summarized in Algorithm 1. We further254
discuss the tuning of the three kernels Giso, Gr, and G~u when applied to lung255
data registration in Sec 3.
Algorithm 1 NGF-Demons with bilateral filtering
Input: Images: If and Im Parameters: σ~x, σr and σ~u
Output: Displacement field ~unew
1: ~unew := ~0
2: i = 0
3: repeat
4: ~unew := ~uold
5: Compute the update ~du
6: Update the deformation field ~ucur := ~uold ◦ ~du
7: Compute ~unew by filtering ~ucur using Eq. (7)
8: Increment the iteration index i
9: until (convergence of ||~unew − ~uold||22 ) or (i ≥ IterMax)
10: return ~u
256
2.5. Convergence257
In this section, we present how the convergence of Algorithm 1 is reached.258
This convergence is not straightforward as the smoothing kernel of Eq. (7)259
evolves iteration after iteration. We therefore present Algorithm 1 as a contin-260
uous model, to make it mathematically clear, and then discuss its convergence.261
We note I(~x, t) = Im(~x+~u(~x, t)), where the time t is a continuous representation262
of the iteration index. The continuous model can be formulated as:263 
∂~u
∂t
(~x) = α ~du+
∫
~y∈N (~x)G(~x, ~y)~u(~y, t)d~y − ~u(~x)
∂I
∂t
(~x) = ∇I · ∂~u
∂t
,
(8)
where: G(~x, ~y) = 1W (~x) exp
(
− ||~x−~y||2
2σ2
~x
− |I(~x,t)−I(~y,t)|22σ2r −
|~u(~x,t)−~u(~y,t)|2
2σ2
~u
)
andW (~x)264
equals
∫
~y∈N (~x)G(~x, ~y)d~y. Convergence of ~u(~x) is reached if ∂~u/∂t = 0 for all ~x.265
We then have the following property:266
~u(~x) = α ~du+
∫
~y∈N (~x)
G(~x, ~y)~u(~y, t)d~y , ∀~x ∈ Ω (9)
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As in most image registration algorithms, an equilibrium is obtained between the267
displacement field ~u and the sum of the update forces (1st term) plus the smooth-268
ing forces (2st term). Importantly, the filter kernel G(~x, ~y) is non-stationary and269
depends on the deformed image I(~x, t) as well as the displacement field ~u(~x, t).270
However, the equilibrium of Eq. (9) involves that ∂~u/∂t = 0 by definition. Fol-271
lowing the second relation of Eq. (8) we also have: ∂I/∂t = 0. As a consequence,272
G(~x, ~y) is also stable. To conclude, the non-stationarity of G(~x, ~y) makes the273
system Eq. (8) non-linear but still allows its convergence.274
Parameters {σ~x, σr, σ~u} have however a strong influence on the local prop-275
erties of the deformations at convergence. We discuss these properties hereafter276
by relating them to the specific problem of lung registration without segmenta-277
tion of the thoracic cage. In this context, we give a clear strategy for selecting278
the parameters {σ~x, σr, σ~u} of G(~x, ~y).279
3. Application to lung registration280
In this section we focus on the particular application of our framework pre-281
sented in the previous section to respiratory motion estimation. The lungs are282
sliding along the surrounding organs during the respiratory cycle, thus, leading283
to discontinuous deformations at the pleural cavity boundaries whilst causing284
smooth deformations inside. Therefore, we consider the typical regions in the285
registered images of the lungs I(x, t) (≈ Im(x + u(x, t))) in terms of the local286
tissue and deformation field properties. These regions are illustrated in Fig. 1287
and represent the following properties subdivided in two groups, based on in-288
tensities difference: (R1) deformable structures, (R2) compressible structures,289
and (R3) rigid structures; and based on intensities and deformation difference:290
(R4) smooth deformation field of the entire structure, (R5) smooth deforma-291
tion field between different structures and (R6) discontinuous deformation field292
between neighbourhood structures. Additionally, we highlight three commonly293
distinguishable examples of local intensity levels and deformation fields configu-294
rations of the thoracic cage where the behaviour of the kernel G(~x) is remarkably295
different at each spatial position ~x. The regions R4, R5, and R6 are related to296
the configurations shown in Fig. 1: (R4) is within the lungs with a smooth297
deformation field, (R5) contains the lower (inferior) part of the lungs and ab-298
domen with a relatively smooth deformation field, (R6) is the sliding interface299
between the pleural cavity and chest wall, where the largest amount of sliding300
motion can be observed. We recall that the proposed registration is designed to301
preserve sharp sliding motion only in regions like (R6).302
Case 1: Homogeneous intensity regions and homogeneous displacement field.303
Consider a region of constant intensities (‖∇I(~x‖ ≈ 0)), i.e. a region where the304
importance of the regularisation termG~x (which contains spatial smoothness σ~x)305
is significantly higher than the two other kernels. In such case, G is equivalent306
to a standard Gaussian kernel and the associated PDE to solve can be related to307
the heat equation with moving sources. Therefore, the registration algorithm is308
locally a classic optical flow / demons like registration with an isotropic diffusion309
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Figure 1: Comparison between different kernels used for deformation filtering: the isotropic
Gaussian kernels Giso, the only intensities difference based bilateral kernels Giso · Gr with
both low and high value of σr, and the presented bilateral filtering kernels incorporating in-
tensities and deformation fields difference Giso · Gr · G~u. The notable examples of different
tissue properties based on the local intensities (Hounsfield units): (R1) deformable structures,
(R2) compressible structures, and (R3) rigid structures; and the notable examples of combina-
tion between local intensities I(~x) and deformation fields ~u(~x) (green arrows) that can occur
in respiratory image registration: (R4) constant intensities and smooth deformation field,
(R5) intensity changes related to organs boundaries and smooth deformation field, and (R6)
intensity changes related to organs boundaries with discontinuous deformation field (sliding
motion). On the left, coronal plane of a CT lung volume with the depicted regions of interest
where the local properties of kernels for deformation field filtering G(~x) are different. The
proposed composition of three kernels Giso · Gr · G~u produces kernels which visually have
better overlap with the underlying anatomical structures.
regularisation. Parameters of G should be tuned so that this case is observed310
in regions like (R4).311
Case 2: Regions with high intensity gradients and homogeneous displacement312
field. Now consider that the regularisation termGr (where a value of σr differen-313
tiates locally dissimilar intensities) has the strongest influence in the close neigh-314
bourhood of ~x. This should be the case where a displacement field ~u presents315
locally small variability, and intensity differences are significant (‖∇I(~x‖  0).316
In Fig. 1, this configuration of intensities and deformation field will be typically317
found in region (R5). To some extent, it will also be observed in region (R6)318
if there is no or only little sliding motion, for example during the first itera-319
tions of the computations in all cases (because the displacement field is usually320
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initialised by an identity deformation ~u = ~Id). There, in the region (R6), we321
would like most of the smoothing to be performed either inside or outside the322
lungs. Little information exchange will also be made through the lung bound-323
ary to capture the up and down motion in region (R5) or to allow a limited324
motion of normal to the lung boundary in (R6). At the start of the registration,325
this will also allow to capture eventual sliding motion in regions like (R6). The326
deformation will however be smoothed there due to the limited amount of infor-327
mation exchange through the lung boundaries; thus another kernel is required328
to effectively distinguish between sliding and non-sliding cases. We will see that329
the third term can enhance these discontinuities.330
Case 3: Regions with high intensity gradients and heterogeneous displacement331
field. Finally, we consider the last part of the regularisation term G~u (which332
reduces the inference of locally dissimilar motion through adjustment of value333
σ~u) with the locally strongest influence. As discussed for Case 2, this will334
typically happen in regions like (R6) where a discontinuity has already been335
captured. This corresponds to the configuration in the right column (R6) of336
Fig. 1. The discontinuity captured in Case 2 is however relatively smooth and337
has to be sharpened to look physiologically plausible. This will occur if σ~u <338
|~u(~x, t) − ~u(~y, t)| for pairs of points ~x and ~y at a distance lower than σ~x. The339
third term is then a discontinuity enhancement term.340
Summary of selection of σ~x, σr and σ~u for CT lung data. This section sum-341
maries our experimental results to select optimal parameters σ~x, σr and σ~u342
for CT lung data. The parameter selection of σ~x, σr and σ~u is related to the343
discussions above:344
Spatial smoothness σ~x: As in other diffusion based registration algorithms,345
the distance σ~x should be sufficiently large to smooth the sparse features346
observed inside and outside of the lungs, but not too large to capture local347
deformations. In this study, we found that σ~x = 3.0mm produces the best348
results for lung CT data registration.349
Intensities difference σr: The intensity difference σr should be similar to the350
difference between the average intensity in the lungs and the average inten-351
sity of the tissues around the lungs. In this work, we found that σr = 310352
[Hounsfield units] works well for lung CT data registration.353
Deformation field difference σ~u: The deformation magnitude σ~u should be354
larger than the difference of deformation magnitude captured between355
points at a distance lower than σ~x everywhere, except around the pleu-356
ral cavity, where σ~u should be lower than this magnitude. This term is357
therefore difficult to select. To avoid motion over-segmentation, we set358
it so that it only captures sharp discontinuities when a large amount of359
sliding motion is observed. For instance, if we consider that 20mm is a360
large amount of sliding motion, we can select σ~u as equal to 5mm.361
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4. Validation362
4.1. Materials363
We assessed the proposed approach, the NGF based Demons with a regu-364
larisation performed via bilateral filtering procedure, on two publicly available365
4D CT respiratory image data sets.366
The first data set consists of a set of synthetically generated but anatomically367
realistic 4D CT volumes modelling consecutive respiratory phases created using368
the 4D NURBS-based Cardiac-Torso (NCAT) phantom (Segars, 2001). The size369
of the data is 192×192×192 with a spatial resolution of 2.0×2.0×2.0mm3. For370
each volume, segmentation labels for lungs, liver, and ribs are easily obtained371
by thresholding with some minor manual corrections as these volumes have a372
limited number of intensity levels.373
For the second part of the validation, we used the Dir-Lab1 data set which374
consists of planning 4D CT volumes acquired from ten patients treated for375
oesophageal and lung cancer (Castillo et al., 2009). The spatial resolution of376
that data varies between 0.97×0.97×2.5mm3 and 1.16×1.16×2.5mm3. The first377
five cases included in this data set (denoted here c1-c5 ) are cropped to include378
the entire rib cage and further subsampled to form an in-plane dimension of379
256 × 256. We apply a similar cropping procedure to the remaining five cases380
(c6-c10 ), but no subsampling was performed. This is only done to improve381
computational speed, and does not otherwise affect the registration behaviour.382
Each Dir-Lab volume includes 300 landmarks manually identified by experts.383
The target registration error (TRE) was evaluated as a measure of registration384
accuracy. The landmarks are well distributed throughout the entire lung chest,385
including landmarks located close to the pleural cavity boundaries, and the386
intra-observer error is approximately 1.0mm (Castillo et al., 2009). All data387
sets used in the following experiments are already globally aligned, therefore no388
pre-alignment registration was performed. For each case, the end-of-inspiration389
volume was chosen as a reference, and the end-of-expiration volume as a moving390
image.391
4.2. Experimental setup392
The presented similarity measure (difference between normalised gradient393
fields) and regularisation procedure (based on bilateral filtering with supplemen-394
tary kernels) were incorporated into a Demons registration framework (Thirion,395
1998). We implemented the Demons using an update composition scheme with396
a fixed maximal update step of one voxels (see Vercauteren et al., 2009, for de-397
tails) together with four resolution levels. Within this framework we compared398
the Demons with the new NGF based similarity measure (denoted by ngf)399
against the traditional SSD (denoted by ssd). The NGF image representation400
was recalculated in each iteration from the warped image to preserve correct401
orientation of the NGF vectors. To compare the regularisation methods, a402
1These data are made publicly available on http://www.dir-lab.com
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quantitative evaluation was performed using four different kernels for filtering403
the deformation field: (1) spatially isotropic Gaussian Giso (iso-ssd and iso-404
ngf) denoting these as the the classic SSD Demon (Thirion, 1998), and the405
proposed NGF based Demon methods, respectively. (2) spatially anisotropic406
Gaussian Gani (ani-ssd, and ani-ngf) based on the image structure tensor ~D407
(given in Eq. (4)), (3) the presented bilateral kernel with an isotropic Gaussian408
on spatial, intensity and deformation similarity components GisoGrG~u (ibil-ssd409
and ibil-ngf), and (4) a spatially anisotropic Gaussian together with intensity410
and deformation similarity components GaniGrG~u (abil-ssd and abil-ngf).411
Additionally, we performed the Demon registration using a spatially isotropic412
Gaussian Giso (iso-ssd and iso-ngf) with masked region of interests. This is413
to compare our fully automated framework, which does not require masking414
of regions such as the lungs, with the more commonly used lung registration415
approaches working on the lung regions only. We used two types of masks:416
(1) (lg-ssd and lg-ngf) lung mask generated using a very accurate lung tis-417
sue segmentation algorithm presented in (Lassen et al., 2011). This particular418
choice was motivated by the results achieved for the EMPIRE10 lung regis-419
tration challenge for the algorithm using these masks (Ru¨haak et al., 2013).420
Because of removing tissue outside the rib cage, the sliding motion problem is421
entirely avoided. (2) (mm-ssd and mm-ngf) The second masking approach422
motion mask splits the image domain into two regions, one with significant mo-423
tion (the inner thorax cage) and one which is less moving (the outer thoracic424
region) (Vandemeulebroucke et al., 2012; Risser et al., 2013). During the ex-425
periments using masks, we set the intensity values of the non-masked region to426
the maximum of the ones inside the masked region following (Heinrich et al.,427
2013). In most cases, the registration with a bilateral filter without deforma-428
tion similarity kernel Giso ·Gr produces unrealistic deformation fields, thus the429
quantitative results obtained are not included.430
The quantitative evaluation of the registration results was further assessed by431
performing a two-sample Wilcoxon rank sum test between each pair of estimated432
landmarks for the originally proposed registration method (ibil-ssd) and the433
other currently evaluated methods.434
The presented experiments both on the synthetic NCAT phantom and on435
the Dir-Lab data sets are a more advanced extension to our previous work436
(Papiez et al., 2013) and include (1) comparison to the approaches with different437
types of masks (lung mask, and motion mask), (2) comparison between the438
classic Demons and the NGF-based Demons algorithm, (3) quantitative analysis439
of the sliding motion for the presented algorithms for the 4D CT lung image440
registration, and (4) comparison to recently published works on sliding motion441
estimation. The minor improvements of the results compared to our previous442
work are due to the upgrades introduced into our software and a very extensive443
search over the parameter space that has been carried out for each method.444
The best design parameters (σ~x, σr, σ~u, β) were determined empirically by445
an extensive search over a sufficiently large parameter space for each method446
separately using two volumes labelled c6 and c9 (which exhibit relatively large447
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displacements) from the Dir-Lab data set, from which we chose the parame-448
ters that gave the smallest target registration error. These were then fixed for449
all experiments (for both the NCAT phantom data set and the Dir-Lab set)450
as discussed in Section 3. The parameters are as follows: σ~x = 3mm, σr=310451
[Hounsfield units], σ~u=5mm, β=0.1. All resulting deformation fields have a pos-452
itive value of the determinant of Jacobian, indicating that there is no implausible453
folding of the deformation field.454
4.3. Quantification of estimated deformation fields455
NCAT phantom data456
Table 1: Average Dice coefficient (DICE) obtained for the NCAT phantom data set using
the Demons framework with four different filtering kernels. No statistical significance of
improvement (p-value>0.05) between ibil-ssd compared to others methods was found despite
the better results on average for the new methods. The methods which use the additional
bilateral filter kernels achieve higher DICE than the conventional Demons algorithm.
DICE (avg ± std)
before iso-ssd ani-ssd ibil-ssd abil-ssd
lungs 81.49±10.0 93.54±4.3 94.31±3.6 96.90±1.2 96.49±1.6
liver 75.52±12.2 90.25±7.7 90.97±7.1 91.67±5.9 91.53±6.1
ribs 67.00±13.9 85.61±2.5 85.61±2.3 88.91±0.8 88.21±0.8
spine 91.19± 1.5 90.87±1.7 90.81±1.7 91.16±1.3 91.15±1.4
In this section, we present the results of evaluation for the proposed ap-457
proach using the NCAT phantom data. We generated volumes representing458
different states of the respiratory cycle starting from the end of the inspiration459
through the intermediate stages to the end of the expiration. Although these460
images consist of few intensity levels only, this does not affect the real organ461
motion estimation in practice. However, it makes deformable registration more462
challenging and entirely linked to the particular regularisation model, as the reg-463
istration forces in the areas of constant intensity values are directly influenced464
by the chosen regularisation.465
An exemplary coronal view of the NCAT phantom data together with the466
estimated deformation field used for quantitative evaluation is shown in Fig. 2.467
The registration accuracy was assessed by the Dice coefficient (DICE =468
(2|A ∩ B|)/(|A| + |B|)) calculated separately for each organ of interest (lungs,469
liver, ribs and spine) between ground truth labels (A) provided in the phantom470
data and segmentations obtained from registration via label propagation (B).471
The registration results on the NCAT phantom are presented in Tab. 1. As472
shown in Tab. 1, the DICE exhibits an improvement for methods based on bi-473
lateral filtering (ibil-ssd and abil-ssd) when compared to both methods using474
isotropic and anisotropic Gaussian smoothing (iso-ssd and ani-ssd). However,475
these differences are not statistically significant. This phantom example high-476
lights also the differences between the evaluated regularisation models in terms477
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Figure 2: Qualitative registration results for phantom volumes of the NCAT data set. The top
row shows the coronal view of the reference image with the corresponding overlap of exhale
image (red and green) while the bottom row shows the coronal view of the colour coded
representation of deformation field vectors (in HSV colour space). In columns from left to
right: (a) before registration; (b) Demons with isotropic Gaussian kernel (iso-ssd), (c) the
proposed Demons with supplementary bilateral kernels (ibil-ssd) While all methods produce
visually similar outcomes, registration using ibil-ssd slightly improves registration accuracy
especially close to the lung boundary.
of the anatomical correspondence and deformation fields plausibility. The classic478
Demons algorithm smoothly propagates the estimated deformation field outside479
of the rib cage by performing Gaussian filtering of deformation field. In con-480
trast to that, the methods based on the presented bilateral filtering procedure481
(ibil-ssd and abil-ssd) do not smooth the deformation field across the lung482
and the rib cage boundaries, leading to higher DICE values for the surrounding483
organs. In summary, implicit modelling of sliding motion during registration on484
the synthetic NCAT data improves the registration results when compared to485
the state-of-the-art Demons algorithm.486
Dir-Lab CT data487
In this section, we report the results of the quantitative and qualitative488
analysis performed using the clinical Dir-Lab data set. For each pair of volumes489
(maximal inhale and exhale scans of the same patient), an average distance490
between 300 landmarks after registration was calculated with results shown in491
Tab. 2, and in Tab. 3 for Demons based on the classic SSD force, and for492
the NGF based Demons, respectively. For comparison purposes, the TREs493
obtained before registration are also given in Tab. 2 with an average TRE494
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for all 10 cases of 8.46 ± 5.4mm. Examples of the registration outcomes for495
the inhale-exhale case c5 from Dir-Lab using classic SSD Demons (iso-ssd),496
the NGF-based Demons with Gaussian smoothing (iso-ngf) and the method497
consisting of NGF-based Demons and bilateral filtering procedure (ibil-ngf)498
along with the magnitudes and vector representation of the deformation fields499
are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. All methods produce a statistically500
significant improvement (p-value¡0.05) in terms of TRE compared to before501
registration. We found that in both cases, when using classic Demons, and502
the NGF-based Demons, the methodologies using bilateral filters procedure for503
deformation field smoothing achieved a lower target registration error (TRE)504
than when using Gaussian smoothing alone. In particular, the methods with505
isotropic Gaussian bilateral filters achieve the lowest TRE (2.11 ± 0.9mm for506
ibil-ssd, 1.95±0.7mm for ibil-ngf) which is lower than the spatial resolution of507
the CT data. Additionally, we compared these results with the approaches that508
use masks to avoid the problem of sliding motion estimation. The methods using509
lung masks produce a slightly lower TRE (2.05±0.8mm for lg-ssd, 1.93±0.7mm510
for lg-ngf) but no statistical significance was found between ibil-ssd and ibil-511
ngf, respectively. In contrast, the methods using motion masks achieve slightly512
higher TRE (2.14 ± 0.9mm for mm-ssd, 2.06 ± 0.8mm for mm-ngf), and a513
statistical significance was also not found compared to ibil-ssd and ibil-ngf,514
respectively.515
Furthermore, the quantitative results given in Tab. 2 and in Tab. 3 are516
consistent with the visual inspection of the deformation fields shown in Fig. 3517
and Fig. 4. The classic Demons method does not preserve discontinuities at the518
lung boundaries, hence the displacement field smoothly changes the magnitude519
and direction across those boundaries (see zoomed images in Fig. 5). In con-520
trast, the displacement field estimated by the proposed method ibil-ngf clearly521
indicates the two preferable properties at the pleural cavity boundaries: discon-522
tinuities between rib cage and lungs, and smooth deformations at the lung and523
abdominal cavity interface.524
4.4. Quantification of similarity measures525
We also assess the vector-valued version of Demons based on the Normalized526
Gradient Fields representation for volumetric medical CT data. The results527
presented in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 also indicate that the Demons registration forces528
derived from the Normalized Gradient Fields representation of CT volumes529
produce lower TRE when compared to the classic SSD Demon forces.530
The Demons using a vector-valued normalized gradient fields instead of in-531
tensity values show clear improvements for CT data registration. In particular,532
the average TRE was reduced from 2.71± 1.9mm for iso-ssd to 2.35± 1.5mm533
for iso-ngf yielding 0.36mm improvement. The improvement is less remark-534
able for approaches using the proposed regularization based on bilateral filtering535
and for approaches using both types of mask, with an average improvement of536
0.16mm for ibil-ngf and 0.12mm for lg-ngf. These results suggest that the537
normalized gradient fields can better capture the appearance changes between538
inhale and exhale scans. Visual inspection of the deformation field properties539
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Table 2: Average target Registration Error (TRE) and standard deviation obtained for the
Dir-Lab data set using the classic Demon forces with four different filtering kernels (between
3rd (iso-ssd) and 6th column (abil-ssd)) and for the Demons with the isotropic Gaussian
kernel (iso-ssd) with two different masks (last two columns). The proposed ibil-ssd achieves
the lowest average TRE among all methods which do not use any prior knowledge from
segmentation, and the average TRE compared to the methods with masks is not statistically
significant (p-value>0.05) in most of the presented cases.
TRE (avg ± std) [in mm]
without mask prior with mask prior
# before iso- ssd ani- ssd ibil- ssd abil- ssd lg- ssd mm- ssd
c1 3.89±2.7 1.08±0.6 1.08±0.6 1.05±0.5 1.08±0.6 1.08±0.6 1.07±0.6
c2 4.34±3.9 1.11±0.6 1.10±0.6 1.08±0.6 1.10±0.6 1.09±0.6 1.08±0.6
c3 6.94±4.0 1.51±0.9 1.50±0.9 1.46±0.9 1.49±0.9 1.47±0.9 1.47±0.9
c4 9.83±4.8 2.21±1.8 2.19±1.7 2.05±1.5 2.18±1.7 2.14±1.6 2.09±1.5
c5 7.48±5.5 2.21±1.9 2.16±1.8 2.02±1.7 2.08±1.7 2.03±1.7 2.03±1.7
c6 10.9±6.9 2.98±2.6 2.82±2.4 2.48±1.8 2.71±2.2 2.35±1.6 2.34±1.6
c7 11.0±7.4 3.58±3.5 3.42±3.3 2.78±2.3 3.25±3.1 2.47±1.7 2.49±1.7
c8 15.0±9.0 7.62±8.5 7.13±8.1 3.96±3.8 6.35±7.3 3.92±3.6 4.19±4.2
c9 7.92±3.9 2.29±1.7 2.21±1.6 1.89±1.2 2.08±1.4 1.84±1.0 2.58±1.7
c10 7.30±6.3 2.56±3.1 2.54±3.1 2.35±2.5 2.48±3.0 2.09±2.1 2.09±2.0
mean∗ 8.46±5.4 2.71±1.9 2.61±1.8 2.11±0.9 2.48±1.5 2.05±0.8 2.14±0.9
∗ mean over 10 cases
shown in Fig. 4 also indicates that providing a good image descriptor can help540
to improve the plausibility of estimated deformation field. As can be seen, the541
NGF-based Demons slightly decreases the amount of smoothing between lungs542
and the mediastinum,thus enhances a limited level of sliding.543
4.5. Quantification of sliding motion544
An additional experiment was conducted to quantify the locations and level545
of detected sliding motion of the presented framework. In order to analyse such546
discontinuous motion, we use a sliding motion measure recently proposed in547
literature (Amelon et al., 2013) which calculates the maximum shear stretch548
γmax of the estimated deformation field. It was shown that γmax characterises549
sliding in the lung based only on the displacement field obtained from the reg-550
istration of CT data (Amelon et al., 2013). The maximum shear stretch of the551
deformation field is defined as follows:552
γmax =
γ1 − γ3
2
(10)
where γ1 and γ3 are the maximal and minimal principal stretch components,553
respectively, obtained from eigenvalue decomposition of the deformation field554
gradients.555
We calculate γmax for all the voxels of the estimated deformation fields with556
the results for case c5 from the Dir-Lab data set shown in Fig. 6 (in a natural557
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Table 3: Average target Registration Error (TRE) and standard deviation obtained for the
Dir-Lab data set using the NGF Demons with four different filtering kernels (between 3rd (iso-
ngf and 6th column (abil-ngf)) and for the Demon with the isotropic Gaussian kernel (iso-
ngf) with two different masks (last two columns). The proposed ibil-ngf achieves the lowest
average TRE among all methods which do not use any prior knowledge from segmentation,
and the average TRE compared to the methods with masks is not statistically significant
(p-value>0.05) in most of the presented cases.
TRE (avg ± std) [in mm]
without mask prior with mask prior
# before iso-ngf ani-ngf ibil-ngf abil-ngf lg-ngf mm-ngf
c1 3.89±2.7 1.08±0.6 1.10±0.6 1.05±0.6 1.11±0.6 1.08±0.6 1.06±0.6
c2 4.34±3.9 1.10±0.6 1.12±0.6 1.08±0.6 1.14±0.6 1.10±0.6 1.11±0.6
c3 6.94±4.0 1.53±0.9 1.51±0.9 1.49±0.9 1.56±0.9 1.52±0.9 1.53±0.9
c4 9.83±4.8 1.93±1.3 2.00±1.3 1.90±1.3 1.98±1.3 1.92±1.3 1.98±1.4
c5 7.48±5.5 2.04±1.7 2.05±1.7 1.99±1.7 2.10±1.7 2.03±1.7 2.02±1.7
c6 10.9±6.9 2.69±1.9 2.46±2.0 2.36±1.9 2.41±1.9 2.30±1.8 2.56±1.9
c7 11.0±7.4 2.78±2.4 2.56±2.1 2.32±1.9 2.32±1.9 2.25±1.8 2.27±1.7
c8 15.0±9.0 6.04±6.6 6.25±7.7 3.58±3.4 4.54±5.6 3.50±3.1 3.88±4.3
c9 7.92±3.9 2.03±1.1 1.90±1.3 1.74±1.0 1.80±1.1 1.78±1.1 1.80±1.1
c10 7.30±6.3 2.27±2.2 2.20±2.7 2.02±2.1 1.94±1.8 1.91±1.8 2.10±2.0
mean∗ 8.46±5.4 2.35±1.4 2.31±1.5 1.95±0.7 2.09±1.0 1.93±0.7 2.06±0.8
∗ mean over 10 cases
logarithmic scale). The visual inspection of the coronal plane of the maximum558
shear stretch obtained for the deformation field from ibil-dem shows very high559
values of γmax at the pleural cavity boundaries γmax  5, especially at the560
inferior part of lungs (depicted by red arrows), while the region of the superior561
part of the lungs was found to be fixed (depicted by red arrows). We selected the562
maximum shear stretch of the deformation field γmax = 5 as a noticeable level563
of sliding motion based on the conclusion given in Amelon et al. (2013), where564
γmax = 5 indicates the amount of interlobar sliding for control subject. The565
axial plane indicates more sliding at the dorsal than at the ventral part of the566
body. For comparison, the results for iso-ssd show a relatively small amount of567
sliding at the lung boundaries (with γmax < 5) thus confirming that diffusion568
regularisation (performed by a Gaussian smoothing of displacement fields) does569
not preserve motion discontinuities. Although in the entire chest cage and570
abdomen registration the sliding motion at the pleural cavity boundaries is571
more prominent, minor sliding motion patterns could be observed inside the572
lungs (around fissures). This may suggest that sliding between lung lobes could573
potentially be estimated using the proposed registration framework, however574
very accurate segmentations of the lung lobes need to obtained to correlate such575
little level of motion. Similarly, a minor sliding motion is also noticeable near576
the diaphragm which could indicate presence of motion between the liver and577
lungs interfaces. Sliding motion of the liver was recently investigated by Pace578
et al. (2013), but these results did not confirm the superiority of registration579
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Figure 3: Qualitative registration results for case c5 of the Dir-Lab data set. The top row
shows a coronal view of the reference image with the corresponding overlap of exhale image
(red and green) while the bottom row shows an axial view. In columns from left to right:
(a) before registration; (b) Demons with isotropic Gaussian kernel (iso-ssd), (c) NGF-based
Demons with isotropic Gaussian kernel (iso-ngf), (d) the proposed NGF-based Demons with
supplementary bilateral kernels (ibil-ngf). While all methods produce visually similar out-
comes, registration using ibil-ngf slightly improves registration accuracy especially close to
the lung boundary (depicted by corresponding blue arrows).
with explicit sliding motion estimation for this application.580
4.6. Comparison to other methods using the Dir-Lab data set581
The comparison to the state-of-the-art algorithms, presented in this section,582
is performed with respect to the average target registration error between 300583
landmarks identified for each of ten maximum inhale and exhale volumes from584
the publicly available Dir-Lab data set (Castillo et al., 2009). This comparison585
is done by quotation of the reported TRE, not by direct evaluation of these586
methods.587
The approaches that require some preprocessing steps to enable sliding mo-588
tion modelling are as follows. Schmidt-Richberg et al. (2012b) reported the589
results for three cases of a presented variational approach: with the direction590
dependent regularisation (DDR) which was particularly designed to handle slid-591
ing motion of lungs (TRE=2.13 ± 1.8mm), without this form of regularisation592
(TRE=3.02 ± 2.8mm), and with lung masks (TRE=1.99 ± 1.6mm). Recently,593
Schmidt-Richberg et al. (2012a) presented an improved version of the DDR594
with a fast explicit diffusion (FED) registration model, where the TRE was595
further reduced to 1.55 ± 1.1mm. The resulting TRE for a registration with596
a locally adaptive regularisation based on anisotropic diffusion presented in597
(Pace et al., 2013) is 3.71 ± 4.1mm with further significant improvement of598
the TRE=2.78 ± 3.0mm for a version explicitly implementing sliding motion.599
The evaluation of the classic B-Spline registration (Rueckert et al., 1999) for600
the Dir-Lab data was presented by Delmon et al. (2013) for which it achieved601
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Figure 4: Visual analysis of registration results for case c5 of the Dir-Lab data set: The
top row shows a coronal view, and the bottom row shows an axial view of the colour coded
representation of deformation field vectors (in HSV colour space). In columns from left to
right: (a) the coronal and axial view of the reference image with the corresponding contour
shown for visual guidance (solid red or dashed black line); (b) Demons with isotropic Gaussian
kernel (iso-ssd), (c) NGF-based Demons with isotropic Gaussian kernel (iso-ngf), (d) the
proposed NGF-based Demons with supplementary bilateral kernels (ibil-ngf). Registration
using ibil-ngf yields a smooth deformation field inside the pleura cavity whilst successfully
preserving sliding motion at the lung boundary (compare corresponding red arrows in the
regions of interest).
a TRE of 4.5± 2.6mm, whilst a multi-region B-Spline registration with an ex-602
plicit sliding motion modelling utilising the motion masks (mentioned in Sec.603
4.2) achieved a TRE of 1.7± 0.3mm. The lowest TRE reported recently in the604
literature on that data, to the best knowledge of the authors, was presented605
by Ru¨haak et al. (2013) and has a TRE=0.99 ± 1.1mm. These results were606
achieved using the lung masks (the same masks as evaluated for the isotropic607
Demon in our comparison, denoted by lg), and with an additional affine prereg-608
istration for the binary images of the segmented structures before performing609
the intensity-driven deformable registration. The best registration algorithm610
from the recent EMPIRE10 challenge (Murphy et al., 2011), a symmetric, dif-611
feomorphic, demons-like gsyn algorithm from the ANTS package (Avants et al.,612
2008), obtained a TRE=2.43 ± 4.1mm for non-masked evaluation for the Dir-613
Lab data set, and a TRE=1.57 ± 2.1mm for evaluation including segmented614
lung tissue only (the results are taken from (Heinrich et al., 2013)). A very615
comprehensive comparison of various implementations of Demon registrations616
for the lung segmented data was reported by Gu et al. (2010). The only five617
cases were evaluated (the cases denoted here by c1 to c5) and the average TRE618
for the best performing method (so-called adjusted double force (ADF) Demon)619
was 1.51 ± 1.46mm, while ibil-ngf for the cases denoted by c1 to c5 achieves620
1.50± 0.44mm.621
Contrary to the above approaches, Heinrich et al. (2013) presented an MRF-622
based, discrete-optimisation framework with an implicit sliding motion preserva-623
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Figure 5: Representative patches of the estimated displacement field (represented by green
arrows) for case c5 of the Dir-Lab data set. The top row shows that the proposed method
(ibil-ngf) is capable of estimating smooth displacements at the lung and abdomen interface
(similar to the methods with Gaussian smoothing). The bottom row shows that the Demons
registration with Gaussian smoothing (iso-ssd) underestimates motion close to the pleural
cavity boundary, while the proposed algorithm (ibil-ngf) recovers more uniform lung motion
with clear sliding. Registration using bilateral filtering based regularisation yields smooth
deformation inside the pleura cavity whilst preserving sliding motion at the lung boundary.
tion model and a simultaneously estimated ventilation map during registration624
that also does not require a prior segmentation. This method achieved a TRE625
of 1.43± 1.3mm for the Dir-Lab data.626
Summarising, the proposed registration framework yields considerable bet-627
ter results (TRE=1.95 ± 0.8mm) than the majority of the aforementioned ap-628
proaches with a locally anisotropic diffusion regularisation or other implemen-629
tations of masked/unmasked version of Demons even if such are supported by630
some preregistration processing (segmentation of sliding structures or sliding631
motion detection).632
5. Discussion and Conclusions633
The proposed regularisation framework is related to the recent works pre-634
sented by Schmidt-Richberg et al. (2012b) and Pace et al. (2013), where a locally635
adaptive anisotropic diffusion based regularisation was also proposed. However,636
those methodologies require some preprocessing steps i.e. segmentation of the637
lung mask to restrict smoothing to the normal direction of the segmented object,638
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Figure 6: Quantification of sliding motion for case c5 of the Dir-Lab data set. The top row
shows the coronal (dorsal) view of the maximal shear stretch γmax (in a logarithmic scale)
while the bottom row shows the axial view for: (a) Demons with isotropic Gaussian kernel
(iso-ssd), (b) NGF-based Demons with isotropic Gaussian kernel (iso-ngf), (c) the proposed
NGF-based Demons with supplementary bilateral kernels (ibil-ngf). It can be easily observed
that the proposed regularization model preserves sliding motion at the lung boundaries, which
is exhibited by high values of γmax, while classic Demons smoothes the displacement field (and
by this γmax) across the lung boundaries (depicted by red arrows).
thus performing explicit modelling of sliding motion. To avoid the requirement639
of an initial segmentation, Schmidt-Richberg et al. (2012b) proposed an ex-640
tended version of this algorithm with automatic detection of sliding organs. In641
contrast to these approaches, in our framework the detection of sliding organs642
is implicitly incorporated in the supplementary smoothing kernels. Similarly, a643
tissue dependent filtering of deformation fields was also investigated by Staring644
et al. (2007). While that approach was used to penalize deformation of rigid645
structures in the body, our methodology more naturally filters each structure646
based on its local intensities and motion properties.647
The proposed methodology of filtering the deformation field using bilateral648
filter kernels could also be directly applied to the updates of deformation fields649
instead of the deformation fields. This however was not investigated in this650
study because using diffusion based regularisation requires less computational651
resources than fluid regularisation for similar level of smoothness (Risser et al.,652
2013). Meanwhile, very smooth displacement fields were found to characterise653
plausibility of inner thoracic cage motion (Schmidt-Richberg et al., 2012b)654
Employing an anisotropic diffusion kernel Gani based on the local image655
structure tensors D Eq. (4) for bilateral filtering of the deformation field of656
the Dir-Lab data set, does not improve the overall registration accuracy when657
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compared to the isotropic Gaussian kernel (TRE for ibil-dem and abil-dem658
was 2.11mm and 2.48mm, respectively, and ibil-ngf and abil-ngf was 1.95mm659
and 2.09mm respectively). Such behaviour of the anisotropic diffusion kernel660
could be expected as the isotropic bilateral filtering already introduces spatial661
anisotropy, and it also suggests that the isotropic Gaussian kernel enhanced662
additionally by two other kernels (Gr and G~u) already sufficiently represents663
the plausible properties of the estimated deformation fields. Furthermore, this664
observation is consistent with the conclusion given in (Schmidt-Richberg et al.,665
2012b) that the inner pleural cavity motion remains very smooth and stan-666
dard isotropic regularisation performs in these regions very reasonably. More-667
over, this can be supported by the results reported in our experimental sec-668
tion. Applying the Demons framework for segmented CT volumes (lg-dem and669
mm-dem), without explicit discontinuous field estimation, demonstrates very670
good performance. Correspondingly, the results from the NCAT data set where671
both isotropic and anisotropic kernels achieved similar performance, could be672
explained by the validation criterion (DICE) used for the presented accuracy673
assessment. For the Dir-Lab data set, we used the manually selected, well-674
populated landmarks, whereas the NCAT data set was assessed by somewhat675
more global measures i.e. segmentation labels of relatively large organs. Thus,676
any more subtle differences between those methods could not be further quan-677
tified (Rohlfing, 2012).678
The normalised gradient field image representation incorporated in the pre-679
sented framework offers relatively low computational requirements, and easily680
extends the usability of the Demons framework for some multi-modal regis-681
tration tasks. An interesting prospective work of the presented NGF Demons682
registration framework would be to use it for other vector-valued image descrip-683
tors such as a modality independent neighbourhood descriptor (MIND) (Hein-684
rich et al., 2012). We also plan to evaluate a recently proposed LCC-Demons685
(Lorenzi et al., 2013) (which is based on the local correlation coefficient) linked686
with our proposed regularisation scheme in order to assess its robustness to local687
intensity changes of lung tissue.688
From a technical point of view, the current implementation has one consid-689
erable limitation i.e. a substantial amount of computational time is required690
(naturally dependent on volume size, and number of iterations). This is due691
to a convolution based filtering methodology applied to filter deformation fields692
at each iteration. On average using our non-optimised multi-threaded Mat-693
lab/C++ code on standard CPU, the registration for Dir-Lab data sets using694
the SSD-based Demons with the isotropic bilateral filtering procedure (ibil-ssd)695
takes around 60 minutes, while the NGF-based Demons with the isotropic bi-696
lateral filtering procedure (ibil-ngf) takes around 75 minutes. The registration697
approach using anisotropic bilateral filtering for the deformation field filtering698
takes about 30% longer. However, the procedure of bilateral filtering can be im-699
plemented using more efficient algorithms using e.g. an approximated version700
of kernels (for a comprehensive review see Paris et al. (2007)) or a recently pro-701
posed recursive version (Yang, 2012), therefore can still be improved in terms702
of computational performance. Additionally the Demons framework due to703
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its voxel independent processing, is well-suited for an efficient parallel imple-704
mentation, thus overall algorithm performance could be improved (Gu et al.,705
2010). Furthermore, following (Sand and Teller, 2008) to speed up the pre-706
sented methodology, the use of bilateral filtering of the deformation field could707
be restricted to the regions and their close neighbourhoods of the displacement708
field discontinuities.709
To summarise, in this paper, we have presented an extension to the com-710
monly used Demons registration framework that efficiently handles discontinu-711
ities of displacement fields to allow estimation of sliding motion. To consider712
that different organs can have various motion patterns including aforementioned713
sliding motion of the lungs during the respiratory cycle, we use a locally adap-714
tive regularisation model that implicitly distinguishes these motion differences715
based on the spatial smoothness, and local changes of intensities and deforma-716
tion fields. Most importantly, in contrast to the majority of current state-of-the717
art studies, no prior knowledge (e.g. using from lung segmentations) was used718
to guide the regularisation during the registration.719
Our presented regularisation model marks a novel contribution to the field720
of sliding organ registration. We performed an extensive validation of the pre-721
sented registration framework and compared it against the state-of-the-art de-722
formation field filtering techniques. An average TRE of 1.95±0.7mm was found723
for a challenging Dir-Lab respiratory data set, which clearly demonstrates the724
advantage of the presented regularisation model. The registration accuracy of725
the proposed approach compares well with previously published results on the726
same data sets. Additionally, we also incorporated the squared differences be-727
tween the normalized gradient fields of the input images as a similarity measure728
driving Demons registration. The results suggests that the NGF-based Demons729
registration successfully addresses a problem of local intensity changes due to730
air compression during breathing. A quantitative analysis shown in this paper731
indicates that masking intensities outside the lungs can substantially increase732
the registration accuracy within the lungs, however it requires an additional seg-733
mentation step that has to be carefully prepared. Furthermore, such methods734
do not recover the plausible deformation in the whole image domain (except ap-735
proaches where registration is performed for each segmented region separately736
and then merged into one piece-wise continuous deformation field). Thus, ap-737
plications where our approach seems to be promising include longitudinal lung738
diseases studies or treatment adjustment in image-guided radiotherapy, partic-739
ularly for cases where disease or tumour develops changes close to the chest740
wall boundaries. Importantly, we also used a numerical criterion, the maxi-741
mum shear stretch of estimated deformation field, to localise and quantify the742
ability of the proposed framework to estimate sliding motion. The presented743
results show that our method is capable of preserving sliding motion at the lung744
boundaries in an effective manner.745
Future work will focus on registration of structural and functional imag-746
ing data such as PET/CT analysis (Baluwala et al., 2013), where statistical747
similarity measures such as mutual information, correlation ratio (Hermosillo748
et al., 2002; Zikic et al., 2011) or local correlation coefficient (Lorenzi et al.,749
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2013) may need to be used, and therefore, an efficient and reliable regularisa-750
tion model will be even more important to preserve medical plausibility of the751
estimated deformation field. While our focus in this paper was on validation of752
the presented methodology for lung motion data analysis, another interesting753
direction could be addressed such as an investigation of the performance of the754
proposed methodology when applied to scans of a different organ e.g. for liver755
motion estimation, where sliding motion also occurs (Xie et al., 2011), or for756
CT/cone beam CT (CBCT) registration without the need of correcting intensity757
changes (Nithiananthan et al., 2011).758
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